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Subject Content Supporting your child at home 

English This half term we will be reading the story 
Halibut Jackson and exploring the key themes of 
being shy and timid. We will use this to write 
diary entries using the language of feelings and 
emotions. We will also be writing adventure 
stories based on the film The Song of the Sea 
focusing on descriptive vocabulary and sentence 
structures as well as our handwriting and letter 
formation. 
In poetry, we will be exploring different types of 
animal poetry and then write our own for a 
poetry competition. 
 
 

Talk to your child about diary writing 
(recounts) and encourage your child to keep 
a diary at home, recording activities and 
places you have been to. 
 
Talk about characters within the stories we 
are covering. Encourage your child to 
describe the main characters to you.  
 
Support your child with their fine motor skills 
as this will help to improve their handwriting. 
You can do this using playdough, sewing and 
drawing. 
 

Maths This half term we will be focusing on: 

 Securing fluency to twenty 

 Place value and regrouping two-digit numbers 

 Counting on and back in ones and tens from 

any number 

 Representing, ordering and comparing 

numbers to 100  

 Mental addition and subtraction of numbers to 

20 

 Estimation 

 Finding complements of 10 and 100 

Maths games for KS1 
BBC Bitesize Maths 
 
Practise counting to 100 
Practise counting on and back from given 
numbers. Encourage your child to count out 
objects around the house and making 
amounts using dried pasta.  
 
 

Science Not taught this half term 
 

 

Computing Our topic this term is Computing Systems and 
Networks - Information Technology around us. 
In this unit, learners will look at information 
technology at school and beyond, in settings 
such as shops, hospitals, and libraries. Learners 
will investigate how information technology 
improves our world, and they will learn about 
using information technology responsibly. 

 
Chat to your child about all the different types 
of technology there is around your home. 
Also discuss how to use technology safely. 

Design & 
Technology 

Our topic this term is linked to our history topic. 
Children will design, create and evaluate moon 
buggies. We will explore these in terms of the 
moving parts on it - the mechanisms and 
wheels. They will then design and make their 
own moon buggies and after, evaluate these. 
 
 

Encourage your child to talk about their toys 
(vehicles, dolls etc) and the different ways 
they move. If you wish, you could encourage 
your child to make some moving toys using 
lego, if you have this. 

History Our history topic this term is Space. Children will 
find out about significant people in the past 
(present) that have contributed to national and 
international achievements. They will compare 
the developments relating to space travel. 
 
The significant people we will be learning about 
are Space explorers as Neil Armstrong and Tim 
Peake.  Children will also develop their historical 
skills by learning about chronology and 
timelines, examining historical sources and 

Talk to your child about Space and 
encourage them to ask questions about 
things they would want to know. If you can 
take your child to the library to read books 
about famous explorers or Space, this would 
be great. 

http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks1numeracy
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks1/maths/


 

 

understanding how they help us to find out about 
the past. 

Geography Our main topic focus is history but we will be 
encouraging the children to observe our 
seasonal and daily weather patterns throughout 
the term. 

Keep a weather chart and keep a record of 
the temperature using a thermometer. 

Art & 
Design 

Art and Design will be taught in autumn 2.  

Music In music, our theme is hand, feet and heart. 
Children will develop their skills of listening, 
appraising, take part in musical activities and 
perform. They will also develop their 
understanding of the basic style indicators of 
South African music. 

When you listen to music, try to tap along to 
the pulse, or make up body percussion 
actions to match the music.   You might also 
enjoy singing songs with members of your 
family.   
 

PE This half term Year 2 will be taking part in the 
Level 3 Skills Test Award.  This involves children 
learning 10 skills.  At the end of the half term 
depending how many of these skills are 
completed each child will earn a Bronze, Silver 
or Gold Award Certificate.  These skills include, 
overarm and underarm throw, rolling, bouncing 
and throwing and catching with a partner. 

Try to do at least 10 minutes exercise a day 
e.g. trampolining, riding your bike or walking 
the dog. 
 

RE This term our theme is Creation Stories. 
Children will learn about religious creation 
stories from leading religions such as 
Christianity, Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and 
Sikhism. We will be looking at some of the 
similarities, differences between the creation 
stories from these religions, and compare them 
with our own ideas of how the world was created 
and what science tells us. 

Encourage your child to develop a 
philosophical approach to the question: How 
was the world created? What are their 
thoughts and ideas on this? 

PSHE Our Heart Smart theme this term is all about 
getting heart smart.  This will include key themes 
such as the choices we make, how we use our 
power, the decisions we make and how they 
affect others and ourselves, how our families 
look and how they show their love. We will also 
look at how our hearts affect our actions, words 
and behaviours. 
Alongside the above, we will be learning about 
Growth Mindset and why it is important to have 
a Growth Mindset as opposed to a Fixed 
Mindset. We will explore a variety of ways of 
how to achieve this. 
 
 

Encourage your child to talk to you about 
their hopes and fears about school and being 
in year 2.  
What do you hope to achieve this year? Are 
there any targets you would like to work 
towards? 
 
Please also talk about the rules you have at 
home and discuss the reasons as to why you 
have these in place. Why are rules 
important? Which rules are easy or difficult to 
follow? 

 

Please ensure your child has their PE kit in school every day in case of unavoidable changes to the timetable. 
If they use it for an after school activity, please make sure their kit is returned the following day. Please make 
sure every item of PE kit is named.  
 
Thank you for your continued support. 
 
The Year 2 Team 

 


